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Note: Either you requested to receive a subscription to this e-mail, or someone else recommended you to be 

placed on this list. If you are interested in a free subscription, please e-mail Robalini@aol.com with the 

subject: I NEED TO KONFORM. (Okay, you can use something else, but it's a cool catch phrase.) Please e-mail 

me back with subject: CANCEL KONFORMIST if you're not interested in receiving this. Thanks, Robert 

Sterling.Subj: rabin murderDate: 97-01-24 12:17:20 ESTFrom: chamish@netmedia.net.il (Chamish Barry)>THE 

CONSPIRACY TO KILL YITZHAK RABIN? >>By: Barry Chamish* >>Just previous to the evening of November 4, 

1995, Prime Minister>Yitzhak Rabin was a very worried man. His peace process with the PLO>was not going 

well with the Israeli public. The latest poll in the>daily newspaper Maariv showed that 78% of the public 

wanted the>process stopped until a national referendum was held to decide whether>to continue or not. Only 

18% of Israelis trusted Rabin enough to have>him carry on his diplomacy without a public referendum. Rabin 

couldn't>step out in public without being heckled. His most humiliating moment>came in August when he was 

introduced at a soccer game and>40,000 fans jeered him in unison.>>But that evening would be different. A 

coalition of left wing>political parties and youth movements had organized a rally in support>of him and Rabin 

knew that, for a change, he would be surrounded by>thousands of well wishers.>>Which made his murder 

that evening doubly unexpected. It all seemed so>easy. At 9:15, Rabin ad-libbed a speech before 100,000 

supporters>gathered at a square outside Tel Aviv's city hall. A half hour later,>he walked down the steps of 

the stage into the "sterile" area below>where his car awaited him. Here he would be safe from threat 

because>no one but approved security personnel were supposed to be there.>>But something was very 

wrong in the parking lot below. The area, far>from being sterile, was crawling with unauthorized personnel. If 

Rabin>had been alert he would have noticed that things were not looking very>right at all. First of all, he 

should have thought, where's the>ambulance? There was always an ambulance stationed near his car 

when>he made public appearances, yet this evening it was nowhere to be>seen. Then he should have asked, 

where are the policemen? Dozens of>policemen should have providing security but only a few were in 

sight.>The parking area was almost totally dark whereas it was standard>security procedure to illuminate his 

walking route. >>But Rabin seemed buoyed by the success of his speech and>uncharacteristically walked 

alone, unaccompanied by his wife, Leah,>toward his car. A few seconds before he reached his vehicle, 

a>security agent of the General Security Services (Shabak) who was >supposed to cover his rear stepped back, 

stopped and permitted an>assassin, Yigal Amir, to get three clear shots at Rabin's back.>>As soon as the 

bullets were fired, a Shabak agent yelled, "Srak.>Srak," or "they're blanks, they're blanks," while another agent 
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